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Why Choose RCS for Your Access Control Systems? 
 

 Founder of Revenue Control Systems, Steve Marciante, has over 30 years of 
experience in the access control industry. Throughout the years he has strived to 
improve the systems he works with to advance the hardware as well as software 

allowing for faster and more efficient use. This dedication to detail has pushed Steve 
to create his own line of access control products designed with the customer in mind. 

 

 

   

Ease of use  

RCS Access Control Systems are specifically designed and built with the customers in mind. 
Every aspect of the hardware as well as the software has been modified to be simple to use and 

understand. Our goal is to produce products that the customer feels comfortable using from 
the time it is installed.  

 

Direct 24/7 Support 

We pride ourselves for having FAST and DIRECT customer support. Call us any time, day or night, 
and we will help you find a solution to your problem. Customer service is one of our top priorities. 

We feel strongly about helping our customers understand every detail of the product and want 
them to get the most out of them. Unlike most big companies, we provide a phone number which 
will connect you directly to a member of our support team. Along with our phone support we have 

many videos and manuals on our website you can easily access at any time for further support. 
 

Personal Relationships    

 

  We believe that building relationships with customers helps them feel more at ease when 
buying  and using our products. We want our customers to reach out to us and tell us about their 
experience with our products. It is important to us that our customers do not feel disconnected 

from us after they purchase a product. We always follow up our sales with a phone call or email to 
our customers making sure they are happy with the product.  

 

  High Quality Products  

 

  All RCS products are manufactured at our facility in Virginia and tested multiple times before 
being sent to the customer. We back our products 100% and promise you will receive a product 

http://www.revenuecontrols.com/


you will be more than satisfied with. We are also always developing new products to help the 
industry.  

 

 

   

Tips and Tricks: If your gate is stuck open, check your eyes! - check to see if your photo-eyes 

are: clean, blocked, bent out of position, if there are indicator lights on, if it makes a clicking 
sound when you put your hand in front of it, or if the gate is bent and moving into the path of the 
photo eye. These are basic checks you can make to find a solution. 

 

 

  

     Revenue Control Systems 757-258-0910 
Nic@RevenueControls.com  http://www.revenuecontrols.com  

 

 *All products of Revenue Control Systems are manufactured in the United States and have a two-year warranty. FAST and DIRECT phone 
support is provided FREE with purchase. 
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